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Abstract
The paper presents a study of the possibilities of using calligraphic elements in the customization process of textiles, clothes and clothing accessories.
These elements were analyzed considering the relation between the graphic characters, the color scheme, the ideographic ensemble, and the position
of the element in correlation with the destination, size and type of the product.
The monograms, ideograms, slogans, and phrases presented in 2D or 3D shape are the calligraphic elements used to design different textile products
(clothes, technical products and clothing accessories). These calligraphic elements can be reproduced either by weaving, knitting or by a handmade
process combined with special graphic technologies: pad and screen printing, thermal printing, as well as varnishing, sublimation, and digital typing.
These graphemes are put on different materials by using a special ink compatible with its properties, because it must be resistant while used, washed,
rubbed or when exposed to light. The type of ink used in these processes is a thermochromic one because it behaves spectacularly under the influence
of the environment conditions (its color changes according to the temperature, it creates special effects and gives off pleasant scents).
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Introduction
Customization of the products as a big trend today determines
current product designers to use new methods and means that
would ensure the possibility of diversifying the ensembles of
clothing one of these possibilities concerns on the use of calligraphic
elements. If once, old calligraphic elements were used more
frequent and in modest monograms, today these represent keywords, mottos, oversized visual and communicative expressions,
with a sober geometrical or plastic character expressing itself as
a compositional centre or creating illusions of texture found in any
genre of textiles, clothing, footwear, fashion accessories, furniture
products, body art, interior design pieces, cars, etc. The calligraphic
manifestation of designers seems to not know demarcations as a
field of application and as a character of a surface that it finds itself

reproduced, whether they are 2D or 3D surfaces, textile suports,
knits, leather, paper, cardboard, non-woven, polymeric supports,
metal, etc.

The goal of the study

Designation of the textiles, clothing, footwear products and
fashion-accessories customized by calligraphic assemblies and the
study of their aesthetic solutions and technologies.

Materials and Methods

The study was extended on a sample consisting of textiles,
clothing, footwear products and fashion-accessories ornamented
with calligraphic ensembles presented in the Figure 1 [1-6].

Calligraphic elements in clothing products [1,2].
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Calvin Klein brand shirts [3].

Calligraphy in creation of Cristina Ivanov ”Mark Ivanov Jeans” brand [4].

Footwear products decorated with calligraphic elements [5].

Calligraphic elements in body art [5].
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Calligraphic elements in technical products:umbrella [5].

Calligraphic elements in decoration of a guitar and a airplane [5].

Calligraphic elements in decoration of a car [5].

Calligraphy in cookware and furniture [6].
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Figure 1: The use of calligraphic elements [5].
Calligraphic elements in interior pieces.

The methods used in research were: participant observation,
interpretative method, inductive and deductive, qualitative,
comparative, functional structural, analysis and synthesis.

a)

white lines;

c)

half-black lines;

The analysis of calligraphic elements used in aesthetic
diveresification of clothing, footwear products and accessories
witnessed the use of monograms by 60’s of the XX century.
Nowadays the calligraphic processes are represented by keywords, mottos, slogans, aphorisms, logos. The arangement of
calligraphic elements that when notice on different directions:
vertical, horizontal, oblique, circular, focused on the most nontradiotional areas of products: superior, inferior and central zone
catch our attention.

e)

The analysis of calligraphic elements used in clothing,
footwear products, fashion-accessories, head covers

The graphic character of elements can derive from the character
of style of the product, developing its geometrical and plastic shape.
The compositional organisation of the calligraphic elements
and their incorporation in the clothing, footwear, technical
products, fashion-accessories is made similar to execution of
calligraphic elements on the paper supports by types of characters
from libraries and softwares. Thus, the graphic diversity of analysed
calligraphic elements has been structured by the following criteria:
A.

after aspect there are:

b)

italic graphems;

a)
c)

d)
B.

straight graphems;
bold graphems;

bold-italic graphems.

after thickness there are used:

b)
d)
C.

a)

b)
c)

normal lines;
black lines;
thick lines.

after width there are:
wide characters;

normal characters;

narrow characters.

D. after the technology of reproducing the graphic elements
there are graphems reproduced by:
a)

by weaving;

c)

embroidery;

b)
d)
e)
f)

g)

h)
i)

knitting;

hand made

screen printing;
sublimation;

thermal transfer;

electrophographic;
templating.

E.
after predestination in relation to the diversity of users
was found the diversity of ensembles of graphic elements
predestinated for (Figure 2), [7-22]:
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Figure 2: Clothing products decorated with calligraphic elements [6-22].

a)

babies;

g)

c)

high preschool age children;

F.
after the predestination in relation with the calligraphic
objective:

b)
d)
e)
f)

preschool small aged children;
small aged school children;
high aged school children;
teenagers;

h)
a)

b)

young people;
adults.

everyday products;

customized products;
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d)

products for specific occasions;
uniform.

The analysis of the possibilities of reproducing 2D or 3D
calligraphic elements are made from thread, wool or ink with
different properties. Raised interest have the inks that allow the
conversion of 2D to 3D graphics, thermochromic inks sensitive
to changes in ambient temperature which lists ensuring tonal
variation of gradational chromatics of the reproduced graphics.

Trends latest integration is the aromatic capsule in inks for
printing with an application in various fields and purposes such as
the: providing opportunities for identifying thematic materials that
are used in clothing products for users with visual impairments,
promoting calligraphic elements that invoke different flavors.

Conclusion

A.
Graphical analysis of calligraphic ensembles on the
products included in the study has revealed that they are
very stylistic identity elements commonly used today as the
diversification of clothing and footwear products, clothing
accessories, headgear, technical products, etc.;
B.
Textual elements reproduced by weaving or knitting
are often grotesque graphemes without serifs, the horizontal,
vertical, oblique simple arrangement. Reproduced by print are
characterized by their plastic, the display of serifs, layouts on
complex trajectories, their integration with printed illustratitve
graphics;
C.
The use of textual elements are not only decorative but
also cognitive functions, informative, of spiritual identity of the
user, customization;
D. Functional diversification of textual elements is made
possible with the help of special printing inks: thermochromic,
flavored, etc.
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